Announcing a new Medicaid mobile app ON THE go!
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Extending mobility for eQuality in
health care
Nudging behavior for improved
health care outcomes
Managing security for personal
health information

myHealthButton®
As the ecosystem of health care becomes even more interconnected, greater cost
efficiencies for Payers are being realized, as well as faster and improved health care
management by Providers. Now there is a new mobile application that delivers better
outcomes to Consumers – myHealthButton! This mobile app for the iPhone and Android
gives beneficiaries real-time access, standards-based, to Medicaid benefits instantly and
securely in the palm of your hand. With myHealthButton, your state’s Medicaid benefits
can be just a tap away!

CNSI Mobile API Architecture Comes with
a Service and Client Tier, Allowing For:

The time has arrived for mobility in Medicaid and health care. As shown below, over 52%
of consumers would use smart phones to monitor health information. myHealthButton
delivers on this promise.

Features in myHealthButton are:
View Member Details, such as Medicaid Health Card information
l View Member Benefits, such as Eligibility, Coverages, and more
l View Authorized Providers and Qualifying Diagnosis from state systems
l View Food Benefits Balance information for women, infant and children
l Find Medicaid Providers “Near Me” or by a customized search*
l Flexible cloud-based API implementation with data stored securely in
agency systems
l Based on a mobile platform for rapid deployment of additional apps
l Download Blue Button formatted health information
* for Fee-For-Service Beneficiaries Only
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Minimal coding for cross
platform development
All business logic to be enforced
via the service processing layer
Data validation at the client level
reinforced by the service
processing layer
Use of H®L 5 canvas for the
application layout and design
Security for data at rest as well
as in transit Maximum battery life
for mobile device
Abstraction of device specific
API for location, camera, and
other services
Implementation of asynchronous
queuing message model for data
updates and inserts

Nudging Behavior for Improved Health
Outcomes in a secure manner
Leveraging the widespread use of Androids, iPhones, and iPads, eCAMS – CNSI’s platform
for Interconnected Healthcare – now offers a 21st century paradigm in patient care and
helps extend the Blue Button® initiative to promote a health-smart America.
Soon agencies will also be able to realize the ePersonal Health Care vision, and provide the
consumer base access to their claims and trea®ent data to integrate with a Personal Health
Record (PHR) application, leveraging CNSI’s myHealthButton mobile application.
The mobile platform, like all things new, comes with its own opportunities and challenges. It
enables business “anytime”, processing from “anywhere”, and provides real-time channels
for consumer engagement and personal health management. The mobile platform also
introduces risk – especially in the areas of patient security and privacy.
Started by the Veterans Administration, the “Blue Button” app gives Veterans access to
their personal health information in an easy-to-read text or PDF format by pressing the “blue
button” on a website. The VA made this available to Veterans via their My HealthVet site.
myHealthButton expands this idea and extends it to the mobile environment!
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To learn more about myhealthbutton, please contact myhealthbutton@cns-inc.com

Scan to download
myHealthButton

